The Journal Usage Statistics Portal (JUSP) is a Jisc-funded
service that provides a “one-stop shop” for libraries to view,
download and analyse their journal, book, database and
platform usage reports from multiple publishers.
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Newsletter
Update on COUNTER Release 5

Based on conversations with JUSP participating libraries we know that
people are keen to see how the new Release 5 (R5) reports will be
presented. As with all of our key developments we are working with a
pilot group of libraries to capture feedback as the R5 project
progresses. Initially JUSP's Community Advisory Group will review and
advise on developments and presentation of data and reports during an
online workshop in November. Following that meeting, further
developments will be communicated via the JUSPlibraries list. The R5
service is expected to be in production from February 2019, although
availability of R5 reports will obviously be subject to delivery by
participating publishers.
The “JUSP and COUNTER Release 5” news page is regularly updated
and can be found at: https://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/news/counter5.html.

New videos from COUNTER on Release 5
COUNTER have produced the first two videos in a series of tutorials
about Release 5. These Foundation Classes and recordings of recent
webinars can be accessed on the COUNTER YouTube Channel
(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCptZRuV5XbtP-jWkTckDpIA?
reload=9) or directly from the links below:
Foundation Class 1: Metric Types (video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l9LS5KizhYI
Foundation Class 2: Release 5 Reports (video)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reyN1-NkUlE

3 colleges join JUSP
JUSP welcomed three more institutions in August and September:
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Bridgwater and Taunton College



Northampton College



The Trafford College Group

For a full list of participating institutions take a look at the participants
page on our website: https://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/participants/#link3.
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Book reports for 4 suppliers added

Contact

We have added a number of book and platform reports to JUSP over
the last couple of months:


Bibliotech Education have joined JUSP and the BR2 and PR1
reports have been collected from January 2016



Duke University Press - BR2, BR3 and PR1 reports have been
collected from when they transitioned to their new platform in
November 2017



JSTOR – BR2 and BR3 reports have been collected from
January 2015



Taylor & Francis eBooks – BR1, BR2 and BR3 reports have
been collected from July 2017
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Jisc
6th Floor, Churchgate House
56 Oxford Street
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In August we also added JR2 data for Annual Reviews dating back to
January 2015. We continue to work with suppliers and publishers to
make more book, journal, database and platform reports available in
JUSP.
Example data visualisations

Tips for reporting with JUSP
If you need to report usage statistics within your institution here is a
reminder of some the reports and features in JUSP.
For a high-level summary of total journal usage across publishers take
a look at:


‘SCONUL return’ http://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/guides-to-reports/
sconul.html for academic year



‘Annual summary of publisher usage’ http://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/
guides-to-reports/pubsummary.html for calendar year



‘Summary of publisher usage by date range” http://
jusp.jisc.ac.uk/guides-to-reports/pubsummaryrange.html for
a chosen date range (such as financial year, quarter or month)

Individual publisher usage trends
– by month and calendar year

To pick out your most used titles ‘Titles with the highest use’ is
available for the academic and calendar year and can be run across
publishers. ‘Trends over time’ shows monthly totals for a publisher
over several years.
Data visualisations are now available for journal, book, database and
platform reports and useful for looking at trends, reporting to
management and including in presentations (examples shown on the
right). For more info, see our support guide: https://jusp.jisc.ac.uk/
guides-to-visualisations/.
To find out how other libraries use JUSP take a look at the use cases,
case studies and community area.

Individual publisher usage calendar year

Upcoming training
We are currently planning training for the next few months and further details will be shared through the
JUSP libraries mailing list. We also welcome ideas and suggestions for training and support.
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